
Poet Barbara Crooker and artist Claire Giblin's "Graphapoesia"

Tuesday, September 3, 2013

La Neige et l'Hiver, c.2009, three panels, 5.5' x 24',

 acrylic, ink, pigment on canvas with encaustic medium

More from poet Barbara Crooker about her collaboration with artist Claire Giblin: "We began our
exploration in graphapoesia, a term I think I coined, which means already-done  poems and
paintings that work together as complementary pairs. Our starting pairs were my "Les Effets de
Neige: Impressionists in Winter" matched with Claireʼs "La Neige and l'Hiver." Crooker's website:
www.barbaracrooker.com; Giblin's website: www.giblinart.com.

LES EFFETS DE NEIGE:  IMPRESSIONISTS IN WINTER
Exhibit at The Phillips Collection, Washington, DC

When they tired of painting sun and wind, they turned to fog,
ice, and snow, tried to find some other way to catch the light,
to pin it down, a brooch on a dress or a nail in a barn.
How many different tubes of paint are there for white?

Camille Monet glances at us over her shoulder,
framed by the gauzy curtains, shrouded in snow.
Caillebotteʼs chimneys exhale, like glamorous women in a café. 
Pisarro piled snow on his rooftops,  slabs of cake thick with fondant.
Sisley fell in love with shadows, all those cool blue notes,
while Gauguin forsook the hot light of Tahiti for thatched huts
in Brittany, snow slipping from the eaves.

Soon, another cold front will move in from the west,
turning the air crystalline, and they will go at it again:
a flurry of brushstrokes, a snow squall
of new paintings shivering on their easels.

LA NEIGE ET LʼHIVER

I stretch my canvas tight as a sail,
size it with gesso, sand it down.
Apply layers of oils, wave
after wave of powdered
pigment, beeswax, melt them
with a torch.  Iʼm trying to fix
the fogʼs sfumato as it speaks

http://www.paintersandpoets.com/
http://www.paintersandpoets.com/2013/09/poet-barbara-crooker-and-artist-claire.html
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-KCumJEjpp6A/UiYVIHJxlSI/AAAAAAAAArY/Mq1C6wOCkcs/s1600/triptychtogether.jpg
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in the old mother tongue:
horizon  cloud  sea.

***
Light, both particle and wave,
is the dark ground Iʼm working on,
the gouache of my motherʼs death.
An empty beach after the tide recedes: 
ribbed sand, striations of clouds.  

Poems and Paintings by PA Artists Barbara Crooker and Claire
Giblin

Tuesday, August 27, 2013

Poet Barbara Crooker

Jade Mountain, acrylic, ink, pigment on paper. 

Collection of Roberta McClintock, NY, NY

Artist Claire Giblin of Millersville, PA. 
More at http://www.giblinart.com

Poet Barbara Crooker collaborated with visual artist Claire
Giblin—and 22 others—to produce works for The
Handprint Identity Project: An Exchange Between Artists
and Poets. Organized by sculptor Milt Friedly, the project
was first exhibited in fall 2008 at Elizabethtown College in
Elizabethtown, PA. More about the project here.

Says Crooker: “The work that Claire and I did was "back
and forth" ekphrastic work.  She painted "Jade Mountain"
after my poem "Climbing the Jade Mountain," and then I
wrote "Mountain" based on her painting.

CLIMBING THE JADE MOUNTAIN
(filling out my sonʼs SSI forms)

The Chinese poets tell us
that to start an impossible journey
you must begin with small steps,
one foot in front of the other,
on the rock-hard road.  There are
no maps.  The mountain gleams
in the afternoon sun.  The load grows
increasingly heavy.  We
are tired, we are thirsty,
and we want to know
how many dusty miles remain?
The mountain is silent.
All the guidebooks are written
in an ancient language
we donʼt understand.
When night overtakes us,
we lie down in a dry
river bed, with a stone
for a pillow.  Morning
draws her curtains.
We begin again.

MOUNTAIN
After "The Jade Mountain" by Claire Giblin
For Adrianne Marcus

August, and the sun's burners are set on high,
cicadas shrieking at noon. My friend is leaving
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this floating life, cancerʼs dragon claws deep
in her belly.  The cold mountain lies ahead,
but there are no maps or books to guide her.
Weʼre all walking the same jade highway.

Barbara Crookerʼs poetry collections are Radiance, winner of the Word Press First Book Award
and finalist for the Paterson Poetry Prize; Line Dance, winner of the Paterson Award for Literary
Excellence; More; and Gold.  More at www.barbaracrooker.com.
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